Course Listings Explanation

How to Read this Schedule

What order are the courses in? Courses are listed alpha by subject area abbreviation within college, and the colleges are in alphabetical order, beginning with the Barton School of Business and ending with Liberal Arts and Sciences.

CRN: This stands for “Course Reference Number.” You will need this number to register for a class - it is unique for each section and is not in any particular order within a subject area.

An “N” after the CRN indicates that there is a note that can be viewed on the online Schedule at: www.wichita.edu/scheduleofcourses

Days of the week:
M=Monday, T=Tuesday, W=Wednesday, R=Thursday, F=Friday, S=Saturday, U=Sunday.

Building: Building abbreviations are explained on page 103.

Begin/End dates are listed for all classes that are less than the full-semester in length, but they are the overall begin/end dates for that short term. To find the ACTUAL meeting dates within the dates shown, check the online Schedule.

Italicized courses are General Education courses.

MTH (Teaching Method):
CDO = Off-Campus CD/DVD Based
CLI = Computer Lab-Instructor Driven
CTV = Cable TV Course
IFN = Internet Facilitated
ONLINE = Instruction via Internet Only
IIF = Instruction >2/3 Internet
IIL = Instruction <2/3 Internet
ITV = Instruction via Interactive TV
SPC = Self-Paced Computer Lab Instruction
TCI = Traditional Classroom Instruction

AP = Special Electronic Approval Needed - contact:
AA = Advisor (Advising Office for your college or school - see page 7)
BA = Contact Business Advising, 978-3203
CO = Cooperative Education, 223 Grace Wilkie, 978-3688
DE = Your college office
DP = Department offering the course
EN = Contact Engineering Advising, 978-3420
HN = Honors Program, 115A Neff Hall, 978-3375
SS = Office of Student Success, 115A Neff Hall, 978-3209

GRADE (Grading)
S/M = Standard Letter Grades
CR/NCR = Credit/No Credit Only
S/U = Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory Only
N = No Grade

CAMPUS (General Education pages only)
M = Main Campus
SC = South Campus
W = West Campus
xxx (other numbers) = various locations off-campus

NOTES: • Check for required prerequisites in the online (web) schedule.
• More details about each class are only found on the web schedule.
• All ARRANGED courses (no meeting days/times), 400 level and above, are listed ONLY in the web schedule.
• If no Building/Room is listed for a MAIN CAMPUS class, check the web schedule for the location.
• Most classes now use Blackboard on the Internet at least to post assignments.

Admission to Class

Students whose names are on the class list are officially registered. If a student’s name does not appear on the list, he or she should contact the Registrar’s Office, 102 Jardine Hall, immediately. Class lists are available to Faculty anytime through myWSU; Faculty/Staff Resources; Faculty Dashboard. A printer-friendly version is available, or the list can be downloaded to a spreadsheet.

Audits

Audits must be declared at the time of registration. Students must enroll for audits in-person at 102 Jardine Hall. Tuition and fees per credit hour for audited courses and workshops are the same as for courses taken for credit.

NOTE: If you previously enrolled in a course and received a grade of “CRE,” “W,” or “AU,” a current enrollment is not counted as a repeat.

Cancellation or Adjustment of Classes

Prior to the end of the second week of 16-Week classes (or the proportional equivalent for shorter classes), the University reserves the right to cancel classes due to insufficient enrollment, or to make reassignment of instructors due to extraordinary circumstances.

A full refund of enrollment fees will be automatically authorized for students who are enrolled in a class which has been cancelled.

Unless you are going to use the credit for another course, you do not have to “DROP” the cancelled course yourself. If you do nothing, we will drop the cancelled course from your schedule at the end of the second week of classes (or the proportional equivalent for shorter classes) and authorize a full refund (as appropriate). Refund checks will be mailed or deposited to your account. See page 13.

Meaning of Course Numbers

000-099 NONCREDIT COURSES. Anyone may enroll.
No credit toward degree.

100-299 PRIMARILY FOR FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES.
No graduate credit given.

300-499 PRIMARILY FOR JUNIORS AND SENIORS.
No graduate credit given.

500-699 PRIMARILY FOR JUNIORS AND SENIORS.
Graduate students may enroll for graduate credit.

700-799 PRIMARILY FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS,
LEVEL 1 (MASTER’S LEVEL).
Upper-division undergraduates may be admitted if they meet course prerequisites.

800-999 PRIMARILY FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS.
Undergraduates excluded.